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93 The Paddock, Hamilton, ML3 0RF



This outstanding luxury apartment occupies one of the best positions
within the highly sought-after development, enjoys Racecourse
views and is set amidst immaculate gardens. 

The Paddock is regarded as being one of the preferred luxury
flatted developments within Hamilton due to its location on Bothwell
Road overlooking Hamilton Racecourse, Strathclyde Park Golf
Course and beyond. The apartment is located on the top floor of
this four-storey block, is accessed via lift and has the benefit of
uninterrupted views of the well-tended garden grounds.

The interior of this attractive apartment has been presented in
impressive decorative order with fresh, neutral decor throughout
and should appeal greatly to those seeking a true turnkey
opportunity within this much-admired development. The large
lounge has a bay window feature whilst the kitchen has been
modernised and upgraded now offer ing a contemporary
breakfasting kitchen. The apartment also features gas central
heating a UPVC double glazing. 

The accommodation extends from the welcoming entrance hall,
s izeable lounge with formal dining area with duel aspects
overlooking the racecourse and beyond and an attractive
breakfasting size contemporary kitchen with feature worktops and
integrated appliances. The flat has three double bedrooms with
master en suite shower room and there is a separate, modern fitted
family bathroom. 

The enclosed floor plan shall provide a detailed layout of the
accommodat ion however  we recommend inspect ion to
appreciate the quality of finish and scale of accommodation on
offer.

Further features of the property include factored garden grounds,
allocated and visitor parking bays, security-controlled entry into a
lovely resident’s foyer and lift to all floors.

For those commuting by car there's the convenience of the M74
motorway with access both north and southbound and access to
the East Kilbride expressway and M8 motorway.

This outstanding luxury
apartment occupies one
of the best positions
within the highly sought-
after development,
enjoys Racecourse views
and is set amidst
immaculate gardens.

| 93 The Paddock, Hamilton, ML3 0RF 3 Bedrooms  |  1 Public Rooms  |  1140.00 sq ft  |  EER = C


